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Abstract
Highly concentrated industries often yield output under-provision, a point
of crucial importance in the debate around the liberalization of services of
general interest. Having in mind the former monopolies recently opened up
to competition, where only the original incumbents, not the entrants, are
subject to regulation, we propose a regulatory scheme imposing obligations
on the supply of one of the outputs only. We exhibit the conditions that ensure
convergence of this multi-period mechanism to welfare-enhancing allocations.
The mechanism requires the sole access to book-keeping data and memory of
the previous performance.
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Introduction
Highly concentrated industries yield output under-provision. This issue should

play a key role in assessing the merits of the generalised liberalization process within
the EU. It is indeed often crucial in the case of utilities providing services of general
interest.
The present paper proposes a partial regulatory scheme designed to induce larger
production than what the market equilibrium would entail. The economic literature has traditionally investigated monopolies where the pro…t-maximising producer
distorts all its activities away from the socially optimal allocation, calling for regulatory intervention over all of them. In reality, it is frequently impossible to control
all ine¢ ciency sources. However, a partial correction like imposing obligations on
one or some of the productive areas may lead to a signi…cant welfare improvement.
It may concern either some of the activities managed by a single operator or the
unique activity executed by one amongst several providers. Even for an industry
where there is no competition, it is quite common to observe that new services are
rarely subject to regulation. Where market liberalization occured, while competing
with unregulated …rms, the previous monopolist remains indeed often subject to
regulation.
Referring to this scenario, we model an industry providing two imperfectly substitute goods. Both multiproduct monopoly and duopoly are considered. We characterize the allocations which realize in case one of the outputs is produced by a
provider perfectly instructed to maximise social welfare, the second quantity being
chosen according to the supplier’s interests. The e¤ects of the asymmetry between
objective functions show up as corrective Ramsey-type terms in the mark-up formulas. In general these mixed allocations induce a higher social welfare than the free
market equilibria.
The idea that supply is determined by pursuing heterogeneous objectives is inherited from the literature about mixed oligopolies. Biglaiser and Ma (1995) study
the optimal price regulation of a Stackelberg incumbent in the presence of an unregulated follower. They concentrate on optimal mechanisms, whereas we focus
more on implementation and look for a general mechanism that does not depend
on the industry structure. We propose a multi-period scheme of partial regulation
designed to implement optimal allocations by imposing obligations on the supply of
one output only. The regulated …rm, which is subject to a constraint which embodies prices and pro…ts of the previous period, maximizes its pro…ts on a per-period
basis. Since it only requires accessibility to the …rm’s o¢ cial book-keeping data,
the mechanism is manageable for the regulator. It is not meant to extract private
information by meeting incentive-compatibility conditions. It provides the right incentives by evolving as a process with memory of the previous performance. In this

sense, the regulatory sequence at stake is in the spirit of the converging process
analysed by Vogelsang and Finsinger (1979). While the latter are concerned with
inducing a multiproduct monopoly to progressively adjust the charges for all o¤ered
goods, until the Ramsey prices are enforced, we investigate asymmetric contexts
by allowing for the presence of multiple economic agents, still preserving the most
stylized relationship between regulator/principal and regulated enterprise/agent.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 3, 4 and
5 are devoted to the analysis of the ideal policy for the multiproduct monopoly, the
Cournot and the Stackelberg duopoly respectively, both in a …rst and second-best
scenario. In Section 6 we propose the output regulatory scheme and investigate the
implementation in the three di¤erent market structures. Section 7 concludes.
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The Model: Products, Demands, Welfare

We consider the market(s) for two imperfectly substitute products, indexed by
j and k: The representative consumer surplus, net of total expense, is given by
N S (qj ; qk ) = S (qj ; qk )

p j qj

(1)

p k qk :

It gives rise to the demand qj = Qj (pj ; pk ) for good j, a function of both
prices de…ned implictly by the pair of downward-sloping inverse demand functions
Pj (qj ; qk ) = (@S=@qj ) and Pk (qj ; qk ) = (@S=@qk ) : Observe that, under gross substitutability, the cross derivative (@ 2 S=@qj @qk ) is negative. It follows that the price of
one commodity decreases with the quantity of the other commodity supplied on the
market. Moreover, the regularity condition (@ 2 S=@qj @qk ) = (@ 2 S=@qj @qk ) imposes
symmetric cross-price e¤ects for the demand of a well-behaved consumer, hence
(@Pj =@qk ) = (@Pj =@qk ) < 0.
Denote "jj

@qj pj
@pj qj

and "jk

@qj pk
@pk qj

the (absolute value of the) own-price

and the cross-price elasticity of demand, respectively. Let b
"jj
be the (standard) super-elasticity and

@Pj qj
@qj pj

jj

"jj

"jj "kk "jk "kj
"jj "kk +"jj "jk

the (absolute value of the)

elasticty of the inverse demand function with respect to quantity. The value 1="jj
de…nes the markup of a Bertrand duopolist. The value 1=b
"jj de…nes the markup of a
multiproduct monopolist. The elasticity jj de…nes the markup over the commodity
j of a Cournot duopolist. It is possible to show that
1
<
"jj

jj

<

1
:
b
"jj

Social welfare consists in (unweighed) total surplus as measured by gross consumer surplus net of total production costs. The latter depends explicitly on the
market structure. In a monopoly, a unique enterprise bears total costs as expressed

by the continuously di¤erentiable function C(qj ; qk ): In a duopoly, total costs result
from aggregating …rms’costs as C(qj ; qk ) = Cj (qj ) + Ck (qk ). Welfare is given by
W (qj ; qk ) = S(qj ; qk )

(2)

C(qj ; qk ):

The …rst-best allocation consists in the output pair qjF B ; qkF B pinning down the
marginal cost pricing e¢ ciency point. Notice that the optimal provision of good j is
2
dq
@Pj
@P
a decreasing function of the supply of product k since dqkj = @qkj = @@qC2
< 01 .
@qj
j
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Multiproduct Monopoly
Let us suppose that products are provided by a monopolist exhibiting the pre-

viously described cost function. In what follows we will analyse di¤erent scenarios,
taking outputs as the choice variables in the supplier’s programme. We will characterize the corresponding allocations, according to whether decisions are inspired
by the logic of business pro…tability or rather by the welfare-maximisation criterion
that would be proper of a benevolent planner. Alternatively this scenario may be
thought of as the one which would realize if a perfectly informed benevolent regulator were able to control one quantity. The resulting supply would then be socially
optimal, conditional on market structure and unregulated output. Therefore, we
will be equivalently speaking about the intervention of a social planner and that
of a regulatory body. We will temporarily rule out informational asymmetries, an
assumption to be relaxed in the second part of the paper.

3.1

Unconstrained Monopoly Problem

The pro…t-maximising monopolist chooses quantities by solving the programme
M ax fPj (qj ; qk )qj + Pk (qj ; qk )qk

fqj ;qk g

(3)

C(qj ; qk )g :

The optimality conditions reveal that the monopoly allocation is socially suboptimal: production is not large enough to entail …rst-best2 . In particular, supply
is adjusted so that the mark-up on, say, product j equals the sum of own and cross
price elasticity, a decision rule which allows the supplier to internalize the impact of
@Pj qk
both quantities on pj . Indeed, de…ning the cross-elasticity as jk
, the
@qk pj
Lerner index is given by
@2C
@qj2

@Pj
@qj

>

@Pj
@Pk
@qj qj + @qj qk : By
@Pj
@Pk
@qj qj + @qj qk .

the

1

Demand functions are decreasing in prices and, by the second-order condition,

2

The …rst-order condition of (3) for, say, qj writes as pj

0.
second-order condition of (2), pj

@C
@qj

@C
@qj

=

is decreasing in qj ; hence, so is

@C
@qj

pj
pj

=

jj

+

(4)

jk :

The producer trades-o¤ outputs against one another and …nds it sub-optimal to
dq
vary both provisions in the same direction. Indeed, operation calls for dqkj < 0 .

3.2

Unconstrained First and Second-Best Solution

The monopoly which were perfectly instructed to provide the socially optimal
outputs would o¤er qjF B ; qkF B and price goods at marginal cost, eventually losing
the …xed cost.
Suppose next that the producer is instructed to select one output, namely qr , in
a socially desirable way, whereas qu can be chosen in the private best interest. The
subscripts r and u stay for regulated and unregulated respectively, a notation we will
resort to whenever we will be speaking about one controlled and one uncontrolled
output. Clearly, decisions about qu are made contingent on the choice of qr , which
the operator internalizes. Having a monopoly which produces according to this rule
is equivalent to having an ideal planner who forces the supplier to implement
8
>
< qrSB 2 Argmax fS(qr ; qu (qr ))

C(qr ; qu (qr ))g

qr

>
:

quSB 2 Argmax

:

qrSB ; qu (qrSB )

qu

(5)

The producer behaves as a follower vis à vis the regulator, who is able to optimize
qr anticipating the former’s strategy. The upscript SB is a¢ xed because outputs
qrSB ; quSB constitute a second-best allocation: in what follows it will be clear that
some rents still exist on both markets, except under some speci…c circumstances.
This is the case because only one instrument (output qr ) is available to foster social
welfare. Provisions are still traded-o¤ against one another. Indeed, the relation
dqu
=
dqr

pr
pu

@C
@qr
@C
@qu

!

(6)

;

resulting from the …rst-order condition of (5), is negative. (6) reveals that it is
never feasible to select qr such that marginal cost pricing entails on the unregulated
@C
market. Moreover, even for the controlled good, setting pr = @q
constitutes the
r
dqu
optimal solution just in case dqr = 0, that is when output u is inelastic to qr . More

generally, with

dqu
dqr

6= 0, the supplier is provided an incentive to expand qu by letting

the marginal welfare of qr be non-zero at the second-best equilibrium3 . Intuitively,

further o¤er of qr would be bene…cial to society. Yet it is necessary to prevent the
3
@W
@qr

While the …rst-best solution satis…es the equality

+

@W dqu
@qr dqr

= 0: Provided that

@W
@qr

> 0 and

dqu
dqr

@W
@qr

= 0, the second-best one requires

< 0, we can only have

@W
@qr

> 0:

commercialization of the additional units in order to support good u, which is also
welfare-enhancing.
One more way to characterize this second-best environment is to look at the
Lerner index for the controlled good as appearing in the Ramsey-type formula
@C
@qr

pr
pr

=(

uu

+

ur )

dqu pu
dqr pr
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(7)

:

(7) con…rms that some rent remains even on the controlled production; indeed,
u
: Interestingly, it depends on the
the mark-up would be null only if so were dq
dqr
elasticities of pu : since the operator does not make independent decisions, the gain

obtained on the instrumented production needs be sized accounting for the impact on
the free supply. Theoretically, the mark-up in (7) may exceed that in (4). This is the
case when, from a social perspective, the quantity of good r that is supplied at the
market equilibrium is relatively too large; then increasing the associated monopoly
rent provides an incentive to reduce qr and to enlarge qu . Overall two di¤erent e¤ects
show up. As the price for the controlled commodity increases, the margin accruing
to its producer rises while output reduces, which is detrimental to consumers. On
the other hand, making good r more expensive induces a substitution e¤ect in favour
of good u, which is increasing in the degree of substitutability and bene…cial in terms
of aggregate output. Therefore, the second-best mark-up depends on the quantity
elasticity of the uncontrolled commodity as well as on the sensitivity of its price to
variations in the controlled output scale.
Both in the …rst and in the second-best scenario, the solution allocation does
not need to ensure budget balance for the operator. In the short run, the eventual
presence of a …xed cost component is not relevant to the analysis. However, a …rm
that is unable to cover all its costs may be …nally led to quit at least one market.
Reasonably enough, it is not in the social interest to shut down a regulated monopoly
since the activities it executes are likely to have poor substitution opportunities. It is
necessary to let pro…ts be non-negative, as we illustrate in the following Subsection.

3.3

Solutions under Break-Even Constraint

Firm’s losses can be prevented by maximising (2) under the constraint that the
producer breaks-even. Letting
0 the associated multiplier, resulting conditions
di¤er according to whether one or both quantities are chosen in a socially optimal
way. In the former case, the Lerner index for good j takes the familiar form
4

Based on (8), we have replaced the mark-up on good u; the ratio

pu

@C
@qu

pu

; with (

uu

+

ur ).

@C
@qj

pj
pj

=

jj

1+

+

jk

(8)

:

In the latter case, moving to the notation previously illustrated, the mark-up for
commodity r writes as
@C
@qr

pr
pr

= (
+

uu

+
1+

ur )

dqu pu
dqr pr
rr

+

ru

(9)

+
1+

dqu qr
dqr qu

+

uu

dqu pu
dqr pr

If compared to (7), (9) exhibits an additional term, weighed by

1+

:

< 1. If

the budget constraint is binding, then the optimal rent on good r needs be augmented to account for the sensitivity of both pr and pu to variations in quantities.
Rearranging (9) reveals that the term containing the elasticities of pr has a weight
equal to 1+ < 1, those embodying the elasticities of pu have weights 1+2
> 1 and
1+
1 respectively. Therefore, the Lerner index crucially depends on the indirect e¤ects
caused on the remunerativeness of the uncontrolled product. This suggests that,
from the regulator’s viewpoint, playing with product substitutability may constitute an additional instrument, which somehow compensates for the loss of control
due to the possibility of regulating just one quantity.

Duopoly à la Cournot

4

Turning next to a multiple-agent scenario, we analyse a duopoly in which …rms
compete à la Cournot, each o¤ering one of the imperfectly substitute products. The
technology is represented by the continuously di¤erentiable cost function Cj (qj ) ; 8j.

4.1

Cournot Equilibrium

Suppliers simultaneously and independently solve the programme
M ax fPj (qj ; qk ) qj
qj

Firm j’s reaction function qj (qk ) =

@Pj
@qj

Cj (qj )g ; 8j; k 5 :
.

pj

@Cj
@qj

(10)

shows that, ceteris paribus,

production decreases in marginal cost, hence it is positively related to technological
5

We implicitly take the conditions for the existence of a pure-strategy equilibrium (i.e. con@qj (qk )
cavity of the objective functions) as met. Under the stability condition
< 1; uniqueness
@qk
follows as well.

e¢ ciency. Recalling the de…nition of

jj ;

from the best reply we obtain

@Cj
@qj

pj
pj

=

(11)

jj :

(11) suggests that, for any given level of the rival’s production, duopolist j o¤ers
the quantity at which mark-up and elasticity of pj to qj are equal. The rent does not
exceed the one which would be extracted in a multiproduct price-setting context, as
we have jj < b"1jj (see Section 2). Moreover, the vector of Cournot payo¤s belongs
to the interior of the pro…t frontier and the resulting welfare distortion is not as

large as the one which would realize, ceteris paribus, in a monopoly. Nevertheless

producers are pro…ting from output under-provision. An aggregate increase would
enhance welfare, though …rst-best quantities are not necessarily both larger than
the Cournot ones. Optimal output distribution between competitors depends on
technologies as well as on demand parameters6 .

4.2

Unconstrained Second-Best Solution

Suppose next that …rm r is instructed to provide the no-rent output
qrSB 2 Arg max fS (qr ; qu )

Cr (qr )

Cu (qu )g :

(12)

qr

As in the monopoly case, we are faced with a second-best allocation in that the
private condition

pu

@Cu
@qu

pu

=

uu

still holds. Due to the asymmetry in pursued

objectives, marginal cost pricing occurs exclusively on market r, whereas the other
production remains sub-optimal. In the limit case that the controlled competitor
enjoys a signi…cant technological advantage, good u may even disappear: intuitively,
…rm u is performing so badly, that it should not produce at all, whereas it actually
does in the Cournot game7 . In this event, the second-best solution restores e¢ ciency
by requiring shut down of the free provider’s business and by letting a controlled
monopoly produce the …rst-best output.
Interestingly, the current scenario is very similar in nature to that of a multiproduct monopoly facing independent demands where, though unique, the producer
is unable to internalize choices due to the absence of links between markets. From
the social viewpoint, what may rather make a di¤erence is that, while the monopolist executes both productions by means of a unique technology, the duopolists
6

For instance, let us take Pj (qj ; qk ) =
qj
qk and Cj (qj ) = cj qj + F . Then, for qjF B
c
to be larger than qjc ; we must have 3 j > 2 2 +ck 2 : This condition does not allow for de…nitive
conclusions.
7
If the socially optimal reaction function, determined for …rm r by solving (12), lies above
enterprise u’s reply function at all output levels, there is no crossing point of the two curves in the
quantity-plane.

operate with separated (and possibly di¤erent) cost functions. Therefore, eventual
economies of scale and/or scope are more exploitable under the former. However,
this is hardly the case for the real-world industries the present study refers to; indeed,
were the available economies very important, the recent introduction of competition
would be hardly justi…ed.
Observe that extracting the whole rent from the partially regulated monopoly is
only possible with independent markets, whereas it is always feasible and optimal
in the Cournot game. In this sense, whenever a regime of partial output control
is available, a duopoly is preferable to the monopoly. However, this comes at a
cost: due to the myopic behaviour of the Cournot agent, the bene…t in terms of qr
partially dissipates through the penalty imposed on qu . In other words, the social
planner has no way to account for and even indirectly a¤ect the strategy governing
the supply of good u.

4.3

Second-Best Solution under Break-Even Constraint

At the second-best solution, …rm r may not be able to break-even. The benevolent planner may preserve its long-run viability by selecting output compatibly
with budget balance. The similarity with a monopoly serving independent demands
remains. Indeed, using the multiplier
0, the solution satis…es
@Cr
@qr

pr
pr

=

1+

rr ;

(13)

which coincides with (9) as soon as all output interaction terms in (9) are null.
Mutatis mutandis, previous comments apply. Firstly, for future production to be
ensured, …rm r needs to preserve a portion

1+

of the mark-up it would obtain by

pursuing private interests; the larger the price reduction induced by output increments, the higher the Lerner index required for budget balancing. Secondly, despite
welfare maximisation guides the choice of one output, it does not a¤ect the strategy
followed for the other, hinging on the property that the equilibrium is just some
crossing point between reaction functions.
At this stage of our investigation, a key issue is whether the presence of a second
provider playing Cournot is preferable to the absence of competition, whenever
production is disciplined by a perfectly designed partial regulatory regime. A clearcut conclusion in favour of either market structure may be hardly drawn without
additional elements. However, it should be noticed that once the social programme is
constrained by budget balance, the regulated duopolist may be induced to approach
the allocation which, ceteris paribus, would be proper of a Stackelberg leader. A
second policy phase might then begin, the …rst-mover being instructed to o¤er the
second-best output.

Duopoly à la Stackelberg

5

The potential evolution from a Cournot to a Stackelberg market provides one
reason for the latter to be studied. Additionally, it is highly realistic and combines
features of the Cournot and monopolistic scenario while introducing the novelty of
move sequentiality.

5.1

Stackelberg Equilibrium

The follower f maximizes its pro…t à la Cournot, which involves
ff :

pf

@Cf
@qf

pf

!

=

The leader l anticipates and internalizes the rival’s behaviour so that its mark-

up
@Cl
@ql

pl
pl

=

ll

+

lf

dqf ql
dql qf

is a modi…ed version of (4). In particular, in (14)

ll

(14)

sums up to the cross elasticity

as multiplicatively corrected by a term of quantity interaction. The presence of the
dq

latter is not innocuous. Indeed, having dqfl < 0 implies the known result that, ceteris
paribus, the mark-up of a Stackelberg leader is smaller than that of a monopolist
and associated to a wider supply. Nevertheless it is characterized by positive rents.

5.2

Unconstrained Second-Best Solution

Let us suppose that the ideal planner can induce the leader to o¤er the socially
optimal quantity. Considering the structure of the industries inspiring our investigation, it looks reasonable to assume that the regulator targets the …rst-mover,
that is the former monopolist endowed with the largest market share even after
competitors’entry. With our familiar notation, at the regulated …rm’s optimum we
have
dqu
=
dqr

pr
pu

@Cr
@qr
@Cu
@qu

!

;

(15)

which closely reproduces (6). In the monopoly scenario we could only establish that
dqu
< 0, here we are able to conclude something more by relying on the stability
dqr
u
condition dq
< 1. At the second-best solution, the price of the controlled product
dqr
cannot exceed its marginal cost to the same extent the rival good does, since it must

be the case that pr

@Cr
@qr

< pu

@Cu
@qu

. This inequality is easily interpretable:

as the margin on good u increases, the condition becomes less stringent for the
margin on good r meaning that, in order to countervail the pro…tability e¤ect which
keeps the supply of qu excessively small, it is necessary to make the mark-up over
qr relatively more attractive.

At this point we need to repropose a remark already made for the monopoly:
exploiting the substitutability between quantities may help provide incentives for
production balance, an instrument which is instead unavailable with a Cournot
market structure. The additional bene…t when …rms play Stackelberg is that the
social planner may refer to the stability condition as an order of magnitude for the
correct use of this tool. Pushing further the parallel with the monopoly, the Lerner
index for …rm r
r
pr @C
dqu pu
@qr
= uu
(16)
pr
dqr pr
looks very close to the mark-up in (7), except that it only accounts for

uu ;

rather

than for ( uu + ur ) 8 : In other words, in the partially regulated Stackelberg game,
the second-best mark-up for the controlled provider needs be proportional only to
the quantity elasticity of the good sold by the rival; passing from (7) to (16),

ur

disappears since the second production is now delegated to a myopic follower taking
the choice of qr as exogenous.
In general, as long as a duopoly is not wasteful in terms of non-exploitable
economies and duplication of …xed costs, a Stackelberg market yields higher welfare
than a multiproduct monopoly. Ceteris paribus, both the mark-up on the free and on
the controlled segment are lower. Indeed, the pro…tability of good r is to be sized
accounting for that of its (imperfect) substitute; therefore, in order to properly
foster either provision, having a smaller margin on commodity u allows to reduce
also the rent on item r. On the other hand, the zero mark-up property of Cournot
competition reappears on the Stackelberg regulated segment just in the event that
demands are independent. But then two separated markets, exhibiting monopolistic
structure, replace the genuine duopoly.

5.3

Second-Best Solution under Break-Even Constraint

In the precedent Subsection we have not been concerned with the budget balance
issue for the regulated enterprise. As soon as the pro…t non-negativity constraint
is added to the planner’s programme, optimization with respect to the regulated
quantity yields
@Cr
@qr

pr
pr

=

1
1+

uu

dqu pu
dqr pr

+

1+

rr

+

ru

dqu qr
dqr qu

:

(17)

It is interesting to compare the second-best Lerner index in (17) to (9). Once
again we are faced with the sum of two terms, having weights
8

1
1+

and

1+

Recalling that de facto the unregulated follower is a Cournot player, (20) has been obtained

by replacing the ratio

pu

@Cu
@qu

pu

with

uu .

respectively. Which one is larger depends on the value

takes.

2 (0; 1) means

that the constraint, though binding, is not very stringent and the associated shadow
cost relatively small. Then 1+1 > 1+ and so the terms containing the elasticity
of good r are relatively more important, suggesting that the constrained secondbest mark-up on the controlled commodity is to be set mainly accounting for the
sensitivity of its own price to either quantity. Conversely, > 1 realizes when the
constraint is stringent; then it is relatively more relevant to consider the elasticity of
pu to qu as well as the margin on market u. In particular, as
in

uu

dqu
dqr

with

pr

@Cr
@qr

pr

is increasing

> 0, the larger the rent on good u, the higher the mark-up to be

given up on good r. Market u being highly pro…table and production quite small,
the corresponding qr is quite large and associated to a low mark-up. If the leader’s
technology includes signi…cant …xed costs, then such a contained margin is likely
not to su¢ ce for break-even and it needs be augmented accordingly.
The nature of the programme recalls that of a monopoly, except for the differences in the mark-up formula following from the constraint. The planner has
to ensure that the monopolist makes overall non-negative pro…ts by keeping revenues from both goods at least as large as total costs. In a Stackelberg duopoly,
break-even concerns only arise for the controlled supplier: the revenues emerging
exclusively from market r should fully cover the corresponding costs, as neither the
demand for nor the costs of good u are present in the constraint. Concerns about
enterprise u do not arise as it risks shut down only if signi…cantly ine¢ cient, in
which case not going ahead with its production is actually in the social interest.
This was already the case for the Cournot unregulated competitor but the follower
is less exposed to losses since its pro…t needs be preserved non-negative in order to
maintain

pr

@Cr
@qr

pr

as large as budget balance requires.

Ensuing conclusion is that, when regulating a Stackelberg leader under breakeven constraint, the planner may rely on some kind of cross-subsidization between
markets, by balancing output magnitudes (and mark-ups) through the control of
a single quantity. It is known that ceteris paribus the Stackelberg market equilibrium makes consumers better o¤ than the Cournot allocation and, a fortiori, the
monopoly solution (the latter as long as technologies do not impose severe waste).
In this perspective, it constitutes preferable starting point for a regulatory policy.
Similar appreciation may be devoted to the Cournot game to the extent that the
Cournot competitor easily evolves into a leader. Furthermore, the analysis so far
performed seems to suggest that the Stackelberg scenario (possibly heritage of a former Cournot game) may o¤er more instruments and ensure wider manageability to
a perfectly informed benevolent planner engaged in a partial regulatory regime. The
latest result is promising in terms of the market outcomes attainable in some of the
industrial sectors inspiring our investigation. Indeed, the leader-follower scenario

well suites those ancient monopolies where the incumbent enterprise has preserved
the …rst-mover advantage over the entrant(s).

6

Quantity Regulation: An Implementation Scheme
Real-world situations are generally characterized by the presence of informational

asymmetries between regulatory bodies and enterprises. Gaps may concern several
features, typical example being the technology and so the production costs, which
are made publicly available only ex post. As a result, it is unlikely that the ideal
policy so far presented can be implemented just by instructing the targeted …rm to
pursue social objectives. It is rather necessary to design some regulatory mechanism
that is able to provide private incentives toward desired allocations. In what follows
we propose a scheme which adapts to the plurality of environments analysed above.
The regulated …rm is required to repeatedly solve the private programme subject
to a constraint embodying both pro…ts and prices realized in the previous period of
activity. The mechanism proves to be manageable as the authority only needs to
access the book-keeping data published by the controlled enterprise. By preserving
memory of the previously entailed performance, the process allows for progressive
improvements in social welfare.
We will analyse the implementation of our scheme in the four basic scenarios we
have referred to for the ideal policy. Firstly, we will investigate both a complete
and a partial version as designed for the monopoly. We will subsequently move to
the Cournot and Stackelberg games, for which we will only be concerned with the
partial regime.

6.1

Complete Regulation of Monopoly Quantities

Let us suppose that, at each subsequent period t, the regulatory authority allows
the monopolist to select a quantity pair (qj ; qk ) within the set
Rt = (qj ; qk ) qj ptj
where ptj 1 , ptk

1

and

t 1

1

+ qk ptk

1

C(qj ; qk ) >

t 1

(1 + ) ;

(18)

are, respectively, market prices and pro…ts as resulting

from the …rm’s accounting data published at the end of period (t

1) : Under (18)

the …rm chooses outputs such that, were the market prices of the previous period
applied to the newly o¤ered quantities, its pro…t would be at least as large as the
one previously obtained, as corrected by the proportionality term : The restriction
on the feasible range involves no direct or explicit obligation in terms of production
scale on either quantity. Nevertheless, we name this mechanism complete because
past prices are applied to both outputs.

The regulator may not (and usually does not) know the function C( ); which is
ex ante private information. She rather observes the prices realized on the market as
well as the pro…t obtained by the enterprise at time (t 1) : The constraint actually
encompasses both elements: the latter for restricting the producer’s choices, the
former for taking into account the technological conditions of production.
The parameter is the regulatory choice variable. Its introduction prevents the
producer from just replicating its previous performance. To see this, suppose that
the …rm realizes a positive pro…t during the period preceding the …rst implementation; reasonably enough, it will be the maximum achievable pro…t associated to
the optimal private quantities. Setting = 0 provides the supplier with an obvious
incentive to repeat the previous o¤ers. On the opposite, as the aim is to induce
larger provision of goods and lower prices, the regulator needs to impose

> 0 for

the mechanism not to be trivial and to provoke desirable e¤ects. Clearly should be
properly selected; for instance, if it is too large, the constraint becomes excessively
stringent and break-even is prevented. Moreover, as we will clarify at later stage,
the stability of the emerging solution is perturbed. The bene…ts obtained during the
early periods of implementation dissipates if the regulated supplier is no longer able
to satisfy its obligations or if the process initially approaches desirable allocations,
but is subsequently shifted away and …nally diverges.
In what follows we will investigate how the process works. For the moment, we
will not detail over the associated limiting properties and postpone the discussion
about the convergence issue. We will temporarily concentrate on the e¤ects caused
on the monopoly performance and, when needed, take long-run convergence as a
fact. We will resort to a similar strategy also for the environments analysed in
next Subsections. Letting

t

the Lagrange multiplier of the regulatory constraint at

period t and optimizing with respect to qj yields
@C
@qj

pj
pj

!

+

t

ptj

1

@C
@qj

pj

!

=

jj

+

(19)

jk :

Interestingly, the left-hand side of (19) is a weighed sum of two elements: the
Lerner index, recurrently appearing in the Ramsey formulas, and some "modi…ed"
mark-up, determined by the price charged at period (t

1) and weighed with the

shadow cost of the constraint. Naturally enough, the monopolist is induced to reduce
the mark-up according to the obligation cost. Once the right-hand side of (19) is
taken to be …xed, the smaller

t

and/or ptj 1 ; the larger

pj

@C
@qj

pj

is allowed to be.

Implicit in the scheme design is the idea that, as time goes, quantities and prices
adjust till a point where production cannot ulteriorly expand and prices just cover
costs. Therefore, as the constraint becomes more and more binding, the progressive
reduction e¤ect on the value of ptj

1

is countervailed by an increase in

t

; which

prevents the growth of
ptj

1

@C
@qj

pj

pj

. The current price pj is supposed to coincide with

as soon as no further rent can be extracted. Then the mark-up becomes
@C
@qj

pj
pj

!

1
1+

=

which is similar to (8), except that the term

+

jk

(20)

;

t

jj

1+

is replaced by

1
1+

t

embodying

the per-period multiplier of the regulatory constraint9 . Using the contour of the
feasible set, namely qk = pt1 1 C(qj ; qk ) ptj 1 qj + t 1 (1 + ) ; we obtain
k

dqk
=
dqj
This expression suggests that

dqk
dqj

ptj

1

ptk

1

@C
@qj
@C
@qk

!

(21)

:

< 0. Indeed, as the mechanism is meant to

induce progressive price reduction over time, old prices (reasonably higher than
the ones to appear in period t) are supposed to either exceed or equal current
marginal costs10 . This result reveals that, as one quantity increases, the second
should decrease, for the regulatory constraint to be met. Hence, the structure of
the constraint is well posed: (21) perfectly recalls (6), preserves the same sign for
dqk
dqj

and only di¤ers in that the slope of the set contour is here determined by

the lastly realized prices together with the current marginal production costs. The
regulator can be con…dent that the imposed obligation orients activity management
in a socially desirable way.
As an illustration, we will hereafter consider the case where the technology is
represented by the linear cost function C (qj ; qk ) = cj qj + ck qk + F; with cj > 0;
ck > 0; F > 0: The loss of generality is somewhat compensated by the tractability
of the adopted speci…cation. Moreover, the linear stylization coupled with huge …xed
costs is de facto backed by the existence of real-world providers (typically, in public
utility sectors) exhibiting reasonably close technologies. Under these circumstances,
feasible allocations are those belonging to the region above the lower contour of this
set, a straight line of equation
qk =

1
ptk 1

t 1

ck

(1 + ) + F

ptj

1

Observe that, ceteris paribus, the vertical intercept is increasing in
9

(22)

c j qj :
t 1

but

We …nd it appropriate to perform the comparison with (8) because the producer should be
guaranteed a non-negative pro…t when subject to the regulatory scheme.
10
In particular, if the technology is preserved constant over periods, it must be the case that the
@C
conditions pti 1 pti
@qi ; 8i = j; k; are satis…ed for the mechanism to correctly work. Otherwise,
the constraint imposes losses to the operator and the risk of exit arises.

decreasing in ptk 1 . Moreover the variations in the slope are determined by the
previously realized prices, together with the present (and past, absent technological
innovations) marginal costs. Hence, the admitted output area changes according to
three main elements: the monopoly rent at (t
relative margin

ptj 1
ptk 1

cj
ck

1) ; the regulatory parameter , the

.

The …rst two elements determine the position of the line in the plane. Ceteris
paribus the intercept increases in : the larger , the wider the range of interdicted
pairs close to the origin of the axes, but also the quicker and more signi…cant reduction in both

t 1

and ptk 1 : Decreasing

to the origin, reducing

ptk 1

t 1

implies shifting the intercept closer

provokes the opposite movement; overall, the former is

likely to be larger (in absolute value) than the latter. This observation provides
the regulator with a useful lesson: selecting small is preferable as it helps contain
the impact linked to t 1 ; under which the forbidden area tends to shrink and the
constraint to slack.
The third element identi…ed above may even be innocuous. Take, for instance,
Pj (qj ; qk ) =

qj

qk : Then the ratio

ptj

1

cj

ptk

1

ck

remains basically constant over

time. One way to roughly verify this claim is to simulate the monopoly optimization
procedure under the regulatory constraint, by taking the unconstrained performance
as the starting scenario. In Table 1 we collect some of the results obtained by
assuming the following parameter values:
F = 700;

= 400;

= 25;

= 10; cj = 8; ck = 15;

= 0:1: In the row associated to Period 0 we report the unconstrained

monopoly solution to be inserted into the constraint for Period 1. Figures provide a
consistent example of the evolution under the regime. As they show, in a completely
linear environment where marginal costs never change, the same optimal relative
margin evaluated at past prices realize in all periods. Hence, no variation occurs in
the slope of the contour line as time goes.

qj

qk

Period 0

5.6667 5.4333

Period 1
Period 2
....
Period 8
....

pj

pk

204

207.5

W

ptj

1

cj

ptk

1

ck

1456.6

1534.9

-

6.0494 5.8004 190.7603 194.4967

1446.7

2675.6

1.018

6.4570 6.1911 176.6637 180.6519

1414.6

2814.7

1.018

....

....

....

....

....

9.5815 9.1870
....

....

....

....

68.5926

74.5107

....

....

427.2918 3510.1
....

....

1.018
....

Table 1. Evolution of the regulatory process in a linear monopoly environment

Unfortunately, this element of predictability (and so of controllability) is not a
robust property. For instance, it is missing with a convex technology of the kind

C(qj ; qk ) = cj qj2 + ck qk2 + F; in which case the constraint identi…es the area within
the ellipse of equation
ptj 1
2cj

qj
2

(ptj 1 )
4c3j

2

+

(ptk 1 )

2
ptk 1
2ck

qk
+
t 1 (1+

4c2k cj

)+F

2

(ptj 1 )
4c2j ck

cj

2

+

(ptk 1 )

2

= 1:
t 1 (1+

4c3k

(23)

)+F

ck

(23) suggests that, as the previously charged prices reduce, the centre tends to
move toward the origin of the Cartesian axes, though break-even requirements prevent from getting too close. Indeed, given the technology, prices must be larger
enough than marginal costs. On the other hand, the countervailing e¤ects linked to
past prices and pro…ts reappear and determine the size of the feasible set. A reduction in ptj

1

and pkt

1

makes it smaller, a decrease in

t 1

causes the opposite e¤ect.

Recalling that the ellipse tends to re-centre closer to the origin at each subsequent
period, we would like its interior to remain su¢ ciently, though not excessively, big:
like this it would still include relatively large outputs, but possibly exclude too little
ones. Observe that keeping

small may do the job in a double direction: it slows

down the speed at which the movement of the centre occurs and contains (but does
not annihilate) the shrinking e¤ect induced by the reduction in t 1 . Provided that,
under convexity of the cost function, too big outputs may be sub-optimal, this may
su¢ ce to a desirable result.
As a conclusion, the variable constitutes the truly driving instrument for the
global process. Whether the technology is linear or convex, a simple and robust
criterion seems to be available for the mechanism to be appreciably managed.

6.2

Partial Regulation of Monopoly Quantities

Suppose next that, at each period t, the regulatory constraint embodies only one
of the previously realized prices, together with
Rt = (qr ; qu ) j qr prt

1

+ Pu (qr ; qu )qu

t 1

: The feasible set is given by

C(qr ; qu ) >

t 1

(1 + ) :

(24)

Observe that in (24) qu is multiplied by its current market price. This asymmetry
in the constraint structure is meant to implement a partial policy which regulates
the production of qr and preserves qu uncontrolled. Though the restriction is not
directly targeted to the former output, some degree of freedom is left in terms of qu
by allowing Pu ( ) to enter the inequality. This is the correct way to interpret both
the adjective partial and the regulated/unregulated dichotomy.
As the complete regulatory scheme, also the partial one has a well posed struc@C
uq
+ @P
(ptr 1 @q
@qr u )
u
r
ture. Indeed, along the set contour, one has dq
=
, but operation
@P
@C
dqr
(pu @qu + @quu qu )

always calls for

dqu
dqr

< 011 . On the other hand, the mechanism works di¤erently from

the second-best policy of Section 3. It does not establish a leader-follower relationship between regulator and …rm. This hinges on the nature of the constraint, which
does not impose any speci…c obligation on the provision of qr to be internalized in
the decisions about qu : The producer adjusts the two quantities so that the largest
possible pro…t is achieved and the regulatory requirement met. As a result, the
Lerner index for good r is again a weighed sum of standard and "modi…ed" markup (of the kind presented in (19)) with the property that, once pr approaches ptr 1 ,
it recovers the familiar structure
@C
@qr

pr
pr

!

=

1
1+

t

rr

+

(25)

ru :

In (25) only the own elasticity of the regulated good is corrected by the term
expressing the shadow cost of the constraint, the cross elasticity appearing with
unitary weight. On the other hand, for good u we are faced with
@C
@qu

pu
pu
where

t

!

=

1
1+

t

ur

+

(26)

uu ;

enters multiplicatively through the elasticity of pu to the regulated output.

(25) is very simple in structure. The same could not be said for (9), which
included several terms deriving from the role of follower played by the enterprise vis
à vis the regulator. The similarity between constrained socially optimal mark-up
and Lerner index under the mechanism is no longer evident. Formulas suggest that
the mark-up charged over the uncontrolled product is restricted by the obligation
imposed on the second commodity because the price of the former depends on the
regulated output. Therefore, the shadow cost operates through the sensitivity of pu
to variations in the supply of good r.
Notice that the left-hand side ratio in (26) decreases in the value of the multiplier; however, as qr enlarges under the regulatory constraint, also ur may increase,
provided that so does the ratio
penalty, calling for
11

t

qr 12
.
pu

Even if the constraint imposes a signi…cant

large, the monopoly may be able to keep

The optimality condition for qu may be written as 1 +

Provided that t
u
that @P
@qu qu + pu

t

@Pu
@qu qu

+ pu

@C
@qu

pu

pu
@C
@qu

=

quite
@Pr
@qu qr :

0 and that the right-hand side of the equality is positive, it must be the case
@C
> 0: Moreover, under convergence of pr to ptr 1 , we analogously have
@qu

t

@Pu
@C
@C
t 1
u
r
ptr 1 + @P
= @P
@qr qu
@qr
@qr qr . For similar reasons, pr
@qr + @qr qu > 0:
12
As an example, one may again consider the linear demand function Pu (qr ; qu ) =
qu
@ ur
qr
qr : Then we have ur =
,
which
is
increasing
in
q
as
the
derivative
r
qu
qr
@qr =

1+

(

2
qr
qu
qr )2

+

(

qu

qr )

is evidently a positive quantity.

high and simultaneously satisfy its obligations, to the extent that the value of

ur

overwhelms that of the multiplier.
It might be the case that the production of good u reduces with respect to the
unregulated quantity; hence, it is a fortiori small if compared to the optimal size.
This does not mean that social welfare decreases by executing production under
the regulatory regime, in which case implementation would be senseless. On the
opposite, the scheme allows for an overall improvement through its impact on qr :
To see this, let us compare (25) to (26). In (25)

ru

is likely to be small to the

extent that the regulation induces small values for qu and pr ; on the other hand,
is probably large but divided by 1 + t which may also be large. Everything
considered, the mark-up on good r should signi…cantly decrease with respect to its
rr

original size. In (26) the shadow cost of the constraint multiplies the cross rather
than the own elasticity of pu ; provided that prices are relatively more sensitive to
variations in own quantities, the negative impact caused on qu is likely to be less
important than the positive incentive on qr . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect
the constraint to improve welfare as long as it is not too stringent.
For illustrative purpose, we will rely on the linear cost and demand functions
already adopted. Then the contour of the allowed region identi…es as
qr =
+

1
qu +
cu
h
8 t 1
< pr cr
cu
:

ptr

1

cr

(ptr
qu

1

(ptr

1

+
i
cr )

cr )

(27)
[

t 1

9
(1 + ) + F ] =
;

:

The only relevant arm of (27) is the one located below the horizontal and above
the oblique asymptote in the (qu ; qr ) plane. As the price of the regulated good
reduces, it tends to become narrower all along the evolution of the process13 . Moreover the point at which the curve crosses the horizontal Cartesian axis, that is
t 1 (1+

)+F
,
cr

progressively moves rightward (and so diverges from the origin) at the
speed impulsed by . The consequences imposed on the production region provide
ptr

1

a reason for smoothing the obligation by setting
qu

(ptr 1

not excessively large. Indeed, if

cr ) > 0; then legitimate allocations are those which lie to the left of

the curve; whenever qu (prt 1 cr ) < 0; the operative area moves to the right.
The latter is the more desirable event since, for the former to occur, ptr 1 must be
so low that one has qu > prt

1

cr ; despite the partial scheme impulses a pro-

gressive reduction in qu . However, at this point, even the unconstrained monopoly
solution may belong to the authorized set, meaning that the regulatory regime fails.
13

This is so because the horizontal asymptote moves downward and gets closer to the horizontal
Cartesian axis. On the other hand, the oblique asymptote shifts parallelly upward as the intercept
of the line decreases in ptr 1 :

In other words, the regulator should preserve the price of the controlled commodity
su¢ ciently large, and so contain the growth of qr ; in order to ensure the correct functioning of the mechanism. As a desirable by-product, this requirement contributes
to limit the decrease in the supply of commodity u through good substitutability.

6.3

Partial Regulation of Quantities in a Cournot Duopoly

In the asymmetric scenario where duopolist r is subject to
Cr (qr ) >

ptr 1 qr

t 1
r (1

(28)

+ )

and, in the long-run, pr tends to ptr 1 ; one easily …nds the standard Lerner index
@Cr
@qr

pr
pr

=

1
1+

(29)

rr :

t

As for the completely regulated monopoly, the claim that the scheme closely
implements the constrained second-best policy is supported by the similarity between (29) and (13). Once again,

1+

is replaced by

1
1+

t

to account for the

per-period multiplier. Under the regime, producer r o¤ers more than qrc . The competitor simultaneously reduces qu along the reaction function, clinging to the rule
pu

@C
@qu

pu

=

uu .

The independence of production decisions, proper of the Cournot game, reappears through the characteristics of the set contour. More precisely, the latter is
independent of the realization of qu in period t, which shows up through the linearity in the (qu ; qr )

plane. Hence, some given level of regulated output is identi…ed,

whatever the value of qu ; a property which is robust to variations in the technology
of the regulated producer. For instance, hwith a linear cost function, the allowed
t 1
t 1
)+F
)+F
; +1 : The ratio r pt(1+
range for the regulated output is given by r pt(1+
1
1
c
c
r

r

r

r

increasing over time, the consented output pairs contain progressively larger values

of the regulated quantity. This is so because the denominator reduces relatively more
than the numerator as, in the latter, the quantity increase partially countervails the
decrease in ptr 1 :
Figure 1 depicts the family of …rm r’s isopro…ts in a linear environment with
the parameter values already adopted for Table 1. Each vertical line represents the
lower extreme of the region allowed by the current constraint; as time passes, the
position moves rightward and a larger size progressively entails for qr ; as coupled
with a relatively small reduction in qu . Hence, Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
realized output pairs. In particular, the red curve represents the isopro…t on which
the supplier would operate if unregulated. The intersection between black isopro…t
and black vertical line determines the allocation for Period 1; the blue crossing point

refers to the tenth Period, the green one to the twentieth. The small value chosen
for smooths the path. The pink combination of outputs, the one at which the
whole rent has been extracted from the regulated operator, preserves thereafter. As
we will clarify at later stage, this allocation identi…es a …xed point to which, under
appropriate conditions, the system stably converges over time.
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Figure 1. Implementation of the partial scheme in the linear Cournot environment

Interestingly, depending on the value of qr which identi…es the lower extreme
of the consented interval, the regulatory mechanism may induce the …rm, initially
playing à la Cournot, to acquire the quantity leadership on the market as well as
to preserve it at least in the early implementation stages. This is not a concern as
endowing one producer with the …rst-player advantage already involves an improvement upon the original situation, through an expansion of aggregate output.

6.4

Partial Regulation of Quantities in a Stackelberg Duopoly

We will hereafter conclude our investigation by looking at the regulatory scheme
as imposed to the Stackelberg leader. Since Rt writes as in a Cournot duopoly,
once again the constraint is not a function of the unregulated supply and exhibits
the same linear contour in the quantity-plane, whatever the technology used by
enterprise r. On the other hand, the regulated Lerner index, in the limit, becomes
@Cr
@qr

pr
pr

=

1
1+

t

rr

+

ru

dqu qr
dqr qu

:

(30)

dqu qr
It is interesting to parallel (30) to (17). The term
involving
rr + ru dqr qu
the elasticities of pr appears in both formulas, the di¤erence residing in that the

multiplicative ratio translates from

1+

into

1
1+

t

: The term containing the

own elasticity of pu ; which adds up to the previous one in (17), is missing in (30).

This is the case because Pu (qr ; qu ) appears neither in the pro…t function nor in the
constraint of the regulated enterprise, implying that
It is only relevant in the condition

pu

@C
@qu

pu

=

uu

uu ;

has no bite in the solution.

still codifying the follower’s

behavioural rule. Intuition suggests that the leader under regulation is prevented
from fully internalizing the competitor’s strategy by the need to meet obligations.
It does not become as myopic as a Cournot duopolist because its o¤er still accounts
for the change induced in the price of its product by the strategic variation caused
in the rival’s supply. What is no longer considered is the impact of the change in
qu on pu . In other words, the scheme makes the Stackelberg leader one-eyed so
that it behaves as a slightly more sophisticated Cournot player. The ensuing longrun supply of good r should …nally exceed qrSB , as deducible from the comparison
between mark-up formulas. However, to the extent that the growth in regulated
output is just partially compensated by the reduction in unregulated o¤er, both
aggregate production and social welfare increase, as in the Cournot duopoly.
Our analysis of the second-best policy has highlighted that the perfectly informed
social planner disposes of more instruments if faced with market structures, such as
the Stackelberg duopoly, where the operator subject to partial regulation somehow
internalizes the choice of the second o¤ered output. Implementing the scheme here
proposed in a Stackelberg game, the uninformed regulator gives up the possibility
of exerting an indirect control on the unregulated supply through the regulated
quantity, an authority loss which shows up in the leader’s Lerner index. Nevertheless,
as the mechanism makes the trajectories followed by the regulated production very
similar in the simultaneous and sequential games, the properties characterizing either
of them remain (nearly) valid for the second scenario as well. One such property is
illustrated in the following Subsection.

6.5

Magnitude of

and Convergence of the Process

In the analysis performed so far, we have repeatedly derived one crucial instruction for the regulatory authority: whatever the market structure, the parameter
should be chosen of small magnitude. Due to the complexity of the formulas, in
most of the cases we have not been analytically rigorous at showing the advantages
of such a criterion, though we have been arguing in its favour by looking at speci…c
scenarios. We will hereafter investigate one …nal case for which a fully analytical
conclusion can be derived, by considering a duopoly à la Cournot where the usual
linearity assumption is adopted. This e¤ort of stylization will return a tractable
problem to go through, the main result of which has already been announced in
Subsection 6.3; it will help clarify how important the magnitude of

is as to the

convergence of the process. Furthermore, concentrating the investigation on (and

providing an analytical solution for) a duopolistic context should not be viewed as
a limitation. Recalling that we mainly refer to newly competitive sectors that used
to be monopolies, we are con…dent that the analysis is well suited.
By convergence we mean that the mechanism iteration should …nally lead to some
allocation exhibiting both e¢ ciency and stability properties. Firstly, aggregate output should be closer to the socially optimal quantity than the original market supply
used to be. Secondly, the achieved allocation should constitute a dynamically stable
equilibrium in the sense that the system gets there and no subsequent perturbation
impulses it away. In the language of our study, this amounts to having at least one
stable …xed point in the function qrt (qrt 1 ) ; whereas
adjustment coe¢ cient.

is to be viewed as a (constant)

Supposing that the regulatory constraint is binding, we …rstly express the quantity to be chosen in period t in terms of the output o¤ered in the previous period
qrt qrt

1

= (1 + ) qrt

2

F

4

1

cr

2

(

2

cu )

2

qrt

1

3

5:

(31)

As (31) exhibits a discontinuity in the neighborhoods of the vertical asymptote,
the assumptions of Brower Fixed Point Theorem are not met, except if attention is
restricted to a range over which qrt is continuous. Since a …xed point can exclusively
exist on the left arm, we concentrate on this part of the curve, which surely identi…es
a suitable support. Figure 2 shows several graphs of qrt (qrt 1 ) as drawn for the same
values of demand and cost parameters we adopted for Table 1.
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Figure 2. Graph of qrt (qrt

In the present case, we let

1

) as

varies

vary and associate one curve to each value it takes,

namely 0.02, 0.05, 0.5, 0.8 and 0.9, in order to illustrate the impact of the regulatory
choice. The continuous interval we refer to is the one included between the crossing

points with the horizontal axis, both belonging to the positive quarter. As

grows,

the support slightly shrinks and the curve becomes higher and higher since the
oblique asymptote gets progressively steeper. On each plotted curve we identify
t 1
t 1
two …xed points, namely qr;f
1 and qr;f 2 . As one can check, their coordinates are

independent of : the system seems to encompasse a pair of allocations it is naturally
driven to under the regulatory correction. In this sense, the fact that the magnitude
of contributes to determine the size of the relevant support remains innocuous.
The value of the adjustment parameter is instead crucial at making one of such
points stable. Tedious calculations reveal that stability of the larger …xed point calls
for
j1 + (1
where h

F (2 2 2 )
q
s2 8 F (2

h)j < 1 ()

2

< (1

h) < 0;

(32)

[2 (
cr )
(
cu )] : The regui2 and s
)
lator can surely …nd a suitable value for : following the familiar "little magnitude"
criterion seems to su¢ ce, despite the informational gap about the cost parameters
h

1
p
s
2 2

2

1
p

2

2

2

t 1
h depends upon. Observe that qr;f
2 identi…es the pink-colored allocation depicted

in Figure 1.
t 1
One can similarly prove the instability of qr;f
1 , which identi…es a case of regulatory lack of power. This weakness is de facto of negligible importance. Firstly,
t 1
t 1
provided that qrt (qr;f
1 ) = qr;f 1 is not part of a desirable equilibrium as smaller than

qrc , managing an ine¢ cient regulatory tool is not a concern when the result it is supposed to yield does not improve upon the market outcome. Secondly, if the initial
period’s constraint embodies the Cournot price and pro…t, the system is immediately impulsed toward some qrt > qrc

t 1
qrt 1 : Furthermore, qr;f
2 necessarily exceeds

t 1
qrc ; hence, convergence to qr;f
2 starts at the very beginning and process reversion is

prevented by the stability property.
Overall our analysis reveals that only one of the two intrinsic …xed points may
constitute a stationary allocation for the trajectory designed by the quantity under
control. Conditio sine qua non for this adjustment path to be followed is the appropriate use of the unique regulatory instrument when powerful: the regulated system
may be expected to approach the wanted equilibrium conditionally on setting
adequately small.
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Conclusion
Our investigation has been inspired by the former monopolies recently opened

up to competition, whose dominant …rms remain subject to regulatory obligations,
whereas one or more entrants operate unregulated. We have observed that, if one
of the outputs were supplied by a provider perfectly instructed to maximise social

welfare, then the emerging mixed allocations would improve upon the uncontrolled
market equilibria.
In the light of this result, we have proposed a multi-period scheme of partial
regulation under which the enterprise repeatedly solves its programme subject to
a constraint embodying prices and pro…ts of the previous period. As based on the
supplier’s o¢ cial book-keeping data, this mechanism is manageable and rules out serious concerns about the informational gap between authority and agent. Moreover,
though it does not necessarily replicate the theoretical conditions characterizing the
ideal social policy, it generally improves upon the private performance if properly
managed. In particular, under the little magnitude criterion for the instrument ,
the process converges to some long-run allocation exhibiting both e¢ ciency and stability properties: …rstly, it is characterized by larger aggregate supply; secondly, it
constitutes a dynamically stable equilibrium.
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